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all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 644-068 exam is very challenging, but with our 644-068 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 644-068 exam on your FIRST TRY!
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- 644-068 tested and verified before publishing
- 644-068 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- 644-068 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Cisco certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 644-068 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 644-068 test is an important part of Cisco certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 644-068 exam is essential and core part of Cisco certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 644-068 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Cisco 644-068 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 644-068 now!
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QUESTION: 1
Which three of the following are major trends that fuel the demand for routing and
switching? (Choose three.)

A. Mobility
B. Video
C. Bandwidth optimization
D. Cloud
E. IT standardization

Answer: A, B, D

QUESTION: 2
Which two of the following examples best describe the challenges that customers
face in today's networks? (Choose two.)

A. How do we control energy consumption of devices owned by employees?
B. How can we support telepresence?
C. How can we consolidate different datacenters?
D. Which type of firewall should we deploy?

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 3
Which two of the following statements correctly describe Cisco Catalyst Medianet
capabilities? (Choose two.)?

A. Bandwidth for video conferences can be reduced by utilizing the Cisco Catalyst
built-in DSPs for local video MCUs.
B. OpEx can be reduced by providing plug-and-play functionality using auto smart
ports and auto QoSfeatures.
C. End-to-end monitoring and troubleshooting is enabled by Mediatrace and IPSLA.
D. Compatible devices can download the Media Service Interface software from the
HTTP server running on the Cisco Catalyst switch.
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Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 4
Which two of the following statements correctly describe architecture and design?
(Choose two.)

A. The architecture shows building blocks and abstract capabilities of a system and
the relationships between the individual components.
B. The design shows concrete products, expected performance, and scalability
options of a solution.
C. The design is the basis for creating the architecture.
D. The architecture includes a description of the best possible solution.

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 5
Which two statements are true about CVD and SBA? (Choose two.)?

A. The SBA toolset includes Partner Enablement Assets and EcoPartner Guides.
B. SBA guides are available for enterprise deployments only.
C. CVDs are end-to-end designs which are well-tested and fully documented.
D. Gold partners have access to a demo lab for each validated design.

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 6
Which three of the following are successful examples of strategic IT investments
improving operational agility? (Choose three.)

A. A company offers mobile email to its employees, who can then react faster to
requests.
B. A company implements collaboration solutions, which simplified information
exchange.
C. A company changes its security strategy from "lock down" to "secure access from
anywhere", so that users are "always-on" and can easily work remotely.
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**** END OF DEMO ****
Visit website for full and updated version

**** END OF DEMO ****
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